Vivid 4
Vivid 4 is a modular video panel vividly displays content
without the need of bulky media servers. Create dazzling
video displays with these lightweight video panels that
feature Black body LEDs that accurately reproduce highcontrast videos. Vivid 4 makes a perfect DJ façade and
seamlessly integrates with Serato for displaying music videos
to add gig excitement. Set up is easy and fast with multiple
magnets and positioning pins that make getting up and
running tool-free and effortless. Stellar reliability and quality
are built into Vivid 4. Dual power supplies ensure
downstream panels don’t lose signal. Intelligent modules
with dedicated memory improve the image quality and
simplify maintenance. Panels can be suspended vertically or
horizontally offering different aspect ratio options. Multiple
Speego connectors mean Vivid 4 sets up twice as fast as
other panels.
Novastar Download is available at
http://www.novastar.tech/download-1
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Highlights
Modular video panel vividly displays content without the need of bulky media servers
Multiple magnets and positioning pins effortlessly allow a tool free, one-man setup
Elongated size with multiple Speego connectors sets up 2x faster than other panels
Creates a perfect DJ façade and seamlessly integrates with Serato for displaying
music videos
Panels can be suspended vertically or horizontally offering different aspect ratio
options
Dual power supplies improve reliability and ensure downstream panels don’t lose
signal

Elongated size with multiple
Speego connectors sets up 2x
faster than other panels

Black body LEDs accurately reproduce high-contrast videos
Intelligent modules with dedicated memory improve the image quality and simplify
maintenance
Extremely lightweight due to the magnesium die-cast housing

Extremely lightweight due to the
magnesium die-cast housing

Seetronic® powerKON® and
Seetronic® etherKON®
Connections
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Includes 1 Edison to
powerKON®, 4 powerKON® to
powerKON® and 4 etherKON®
Cables
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Specifications
Light Source: 21,632 SMD 2020 LEDs (tri-color RGB) 0.3 W, (60 mA), 50,000 hours life expectancy
Power Linking: 7 units @ 120 V; 13 units @ 230 V
Input Voltage: 100 to 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz (auto-ranging)
Power and Current: 280 W, 2.3 A @ 120 V, 60 Hz 280 W, 1.2 A @ 230 V, 50 Hz
Weight: 27.6 lb (12.5 kg)
Size: 19.7 x 1.9 x 39.4 in (500 x 65 x 1000 mm)
Approvals: CE, MET
Wavelength: 620 to 625 nm red, 516 to 530 nm green, 460 to 475 nm blue
Viewing Angle: 120°
Maximum Illuminance: 1,200 NITS
Calibrated Illuminance: 1,000 NITS
Contrast Ratio: 4,300:1

What's Included
(x4) Vivid 4
(x1) Road case
(x1) Seetronic Powerkon power cord
(x4) Seetronic Powerkon power linking cords
(x4) Seetronic EtherCon signal linking cords
Warranty card
User Manual
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